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Product Name: Portable Jump Start - Jump Start your car without opening your b

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: JUMP0098

Jump Start your car without opening your bonnet!!This Amazing Device Jump starts
your dead battery from your car charger, no need to ever get out of your car or open
your bonnet!! No need to wait from someone elses assistance A thousand thoughts
race through your mind. Where are you going to get help? How long will it take for a
tow truck to reach you? What do you do in the meantime? Will your family be safe in
the meantime? With Porta-Jump, you can forget all that worry. The Porta-Jump
emergency jump starter is small enough to fit in your car glove box or center console.
Porta-Jump is so powerful that it can charge any 12-Volt battery in a matter of minutes
so you can quickly and safely jump start your dead battery in the event of emergency.
You can use your Porta-Jump over and over. It&#39;s always ready to help!&bull;   
The Porta-Jump emergency jump starter charges your battery right through your
car&rsquo;s cigarette lighter socket, so you never have to leave your vehicle. That
means extra safety and security - especially at night if you or a loved one is on a dark
road.&bull;    No cables required! Forget about trying to figure which end of the cable to
connect to which battery terminal. You don&#39;t need another car in order to jump
start yours.&bull;    Most other "battery boosters" are disposable and you have to throw
them away after just one use. But you can use the Porta-Jump over and over again. It
comes with a charge unit so it actually recharges itself! So it&#39;s ready whenever
you need to jump start your car in an emergency because of a dead battery.&bull;   
The Porta-Jump emergency jump starter is fully charged and ready to go right out of
the box! It&#39;s ready when you need it!&bull;    You need a Porta-Jump emergency
jump starter in every car - it&#39;s an easy way to make sure everyone in your family
is safe and protected from dead batteries.&bull;    Porta Jump now has a BEEP &amp;
GO. When the car&rsquo;s battery is ready to be started the Porta Jump will signal a
beep. Then the car can be started.&bull;    Porta Jump has Patent rights and in the last
7 years has knocked out big opponents like big battery manufacturers who could not
make the same quality product like Porta Jump specifically due to our Patent Rights on
the technology to safely charge and recharge the car as well as the unit itself.&bull;   
Porta Jump sends a low ampere trickle charge to the car battery only to get the car to
be started without dangerous jumper cables. Safe to use on all cars.SIGMA LABS
APPROVED!! 

Price: R650.00

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Wednesday 11 May, 2011
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